
 
 

 

Taiwan Garment Industry Association 

Get Ready to Be Amazed by Taiwan Garment Industry! 

In response to climate change and fashion trends, the Taiwan Garment Industry Association 
(TGIA), together with leading Taiwanese garment industry players, will showcase Taiwan's 
amazing garment products at TITAS 2022 under three thematic categories: circular economy, 
fashion and athleisure. 
 
While "circular economy" is going mainstream today, it is also a mission of all Earth citizens. 
Now, more than ever, in addition to keep offering attractive and innovative products, the 
garment industry also shoulders the responsibility of environmental sustainability. The circular 
economy image area, created by TGIA's Circular Economy Promotion Committee and Takming 
University of Science and Technology inside the TGIA booth, sincerely welcomes you to join in 
drawing up a new vision for the garment industry. 
 
"Fashion"is the eternal pursuit of the garment industry. Taiwan’s garment enterprises 
incorporate fashion trends and individual inspirations to design ready-to-wear which bring out 
personal ease and confidence. You will witness an aesthetic of modern looks from members 
including the fashion interpreter for urban women Texma International and the expert of 
evening dress Minkwood International in the TGIA booth. 
 
"Athleisure" appropriately reflects expectations from consumers of modern lifestyles: safety, 
health, and comfort. In the TGIA booth, a variety of athleisure style proposals focusing on ease, 
comfort and function are offered. Happy Plastic, boasting its "airy rainwear which can breath", 
designs waterproof, comfy and fashionable workwear for different outdoor conditions; Hansc 
& Co., sticking to its commitment to environmental sustainability, has been devoted to shirt 
products for years to provide the best menswear solutions for different occasions; Duet 
Fashion, introducing in 2022 a series of medical wear made out of recycled materials, always 
keeps function, safety and eco-friendliness in mind when developing its products; and Tex-Ray 
Industrial, with its urban sportswear brand L'ARMURE, aims to create fashionable performance 
clothing for Asians to meet everyday activities and challenges.  
 
Please visit TGIA website: www.taiwan-garment.org.tw 
 

  


